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Abstract

Optimisation during the design of large manufacturing
systems is a key issue� An adequate modelling formalism
to express the intricate interleaving of competition and
cooperation relationships is needed �rst� Moreover� ro�
bust and e�cient optimisation techniques are necessary�
This paper presents an integrated tool for the automated
optimisation of DEDS� with application to manufactur�
ing systems� After overviewing optimisation problems in
Manufacturing Systems� it presents the integration of ex�
isting tools for the modelling and evaluation with Petri
nets and a general�purpose optimisation package based
on Simulated Annealing� Two application examples show
the bene�ts of the proposed technique�

� Introduction

The design of modern manufacturing systems is a com�
plex task� High investments necessitate to make sure that
the planned system will ful�l the requirements� Methods
and computer tools for the modelling and performance
evaluation and optimisation of manufacturing systems are
therefore important�
Discrete event dynamic systems correspond to a view

of systems where the state space is discrete �i�e� states
are countable� and state changes are driven by �external
or internal� events� The DEDS view of systems has been
present in systems theory for a long time� Currently it
gains importance by the ever increasing development of
computer based technologies� Manufacturing systems de�
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sign and operation is one of the technological �elds where
the DEDS view is widely used 	
���

The complexity of the behaviour of DEDS requires for�
mal means to model systems� Moreover� the necessity to
optimise their design or operation calls for new optimisa�
tion meta�heuristics� In this paper we consider Petri nets
for the modelling and analysis of manufacturing systems�
while design optimisation is approached using Simulated
Annealing�

The use of Petri nets allows to model systems with intri�
cate interleaving of cooperation and competition� thanks
to the ability of nets to model conicts and synchronisa�
tions� Provided with appropriate interpreted extensions�
PNs lead to di�erent formalisms useful in the di�erent
phases of the life�cycle of the system under design or oper�
ation� thus constituting a formal modelling paradigm 	
���

Petri net performance models �PNPM� are obtained
through interpreted extension of autonomous models in
which a time duration is associated with transitions� and
routing policies are de�ned to solve conicts� The complex
interleaving of choices and synchronisations in manufac�
turing systems may lead to systems where paradoxical be�
haviours are exhibited� For example� increasing the num�
ber of resources �i�e� tokens in the net model� can lead to
a dead�locked system� and replacing a machine for a faster
one can decrease the global productivity� It is clear that
formal techniques and computer tools are required for the
design and optimisation of complex manufacturing sys�
tems� In this paper we adopt an evaluative meta�heuristic
�Simulated Annealing� to solve the di�erent optimisation
problems�

� Design Problems in Manufac�

turing System

This section identi�es some of the design problems that
frequently occur in the design of a manufacturing system�
Problems usually involve the selection of one out of sev�



eral options �e�g� a machine selection�� or a dimensioning�
Numerical values can be discrete �e�g� the size of a bu�er�
or continuous �e�g� a production mix�� Typical design
problems are�

Machine selection where reliable machine selection
problems �high or low speed machines with their
costs� and failure problems �machines with di�erent
failure and repair times� are considered� It can lead
to line balancing problems�

Production mix problems appears when the relative
production rates of several part types should be op�
timised �eventually under production and marketing
constraints�� The question is to �nd an �optimal�
percentage of each product type� Parameters to op�
timise are non negative real values�

Bu�er allocation problems are very common in Manu�
facturing Systems� Typical examples are� the bu�er
allocation problem where decisions must be taken in
order to determine if and where bu�ers are needed�
bu�er sizing� which is a numerical problem where we
have to choose the optimal dimension of the bu�er
�the selection of the number of pallets or automated
guided vehicles are mathematically similar problems��

Material Handling System refers to the di�erent
problems arising in the transport of parts� Di�erent
types of problems can be distinguished here� the �rst
type being the selection of the type of MHS elements
�AGV� conveyors� ���� and the topology� Finally� the
number of conveyors� automated guided vehicles� etc�
and their speed has to be selected�

In practice� mixtures of the above mentioned problems
apply to optimisation of manufacturing systems� The ex�
ample in Section ��
 considers a typical bu�er allocation
problem for a two�parts production line� where the size
of the bu�ers should be optimised� In Section ��� the
example explores simultaneously some di�erent produc�
tion strategies� bu�er sizing and machine selection� Typi�
cally optimisations deals with complex non�linear evalua�
tive models in high�dimensional search spaces�

� Design optimisation

During the design of a manufacturing system the basic
task is to choose between design options� as explained in
Section �� such that an optimal behaviour is achieved�
Many di�erent types of optimisation techniques are avail�
able� Some optimisation techniques are generative �given
a set of criteria and dynamic constraints generate a set of
decisions� while others are evaluative �given a set of deci�
sions evaluate the performance of the system�� Among the
�rst one are those problems that allow to �t well�known
mathematical programming templates like linear� �mixed�

integer� ���� programming problems� For many design op�
timisation problems� like bu�er size or production mix op�
timisation� evaluative techniques are frequently used in an
iterative schema with some alternatives generation strat�
egy�
Discrete optimisation problems in Manufacturing Sys�

tems are usually NP�hard� For real�life problems it is not
possible to analyse the full parameter space� Therefore
search techniques have been developed that in general
do not guarantee to �nd the global optimum� but often
lead to a �good� �or just �acceptable�� solution� Modern
optimisation techniques approach the problem through
some meta�heuristics� e�g� tabu search 	
��� genetic algo�

rithms 	
�� ��� and simulated annealing 	�� 
��� The latter
is used here and shortly explained in the following section�
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Figure 
� Evaluative Techniques� Iterative Optimisation

As can be seen in Figure 
� the optimisation process will
be an iterative process between the PNPM and the optimi�
sation strategy �the strategy is in this case simulated an�
nealing but we can consider others� as mentioned before��
The performance measures can be obtained using analyt�

ical techniques �e�g� product form solutions� if possible��
numerical techniques �Markov�chain� brute force or net�
driven generated� or simulation techniques� In most prac�
tical cases� expensive model evaluations are required� A
broad perspective of PNPM performance evaluation tech�
niques is contained in 	���
Manufacturing systems are set up in order to make

pro�t from producing and selling parts� Therefore� a pro�t
function has to be speci�ed and later maximised by the
optimisation� Typical pro�t functions should consider the
money earned from selling �nished parts minus the costs
arising in the production process� The price of raw parts�
the money spent for work�in�process� machine and trans�
port systems amortisation� and constant as well as utili�
sation dependent costs are examples� All of them can be
determined by a performance analysis of a model�

��� Simulated Annealing

Simulated Annealing is a widely applicable technique
for discrete optimisation� It proceeds by simulating the
change of energy of the system until �convergence� to a
frozen state� This method can be applied to a local search
problem where we are moving continuously from the cur�
rent solutions to neighbouring solutions� It is based on a



simple formula based on the increase of energy magnitude
�E which is given by�

p��E � � exp���t�kt�

where k is a constant�
A major advantage of simulated annealing is that it

can accept a worse solution temporarily� The algorithm is
therefore able to leave local optima� A generic simulated
annealing algorithm �see 	�� for details� works as follows�
Let S be the solution space� the objective function to be
minimised f� and the neighbourhood structure is denoted
with N�

Select an initial solution s��
Select an initial temperature t� � ��
Select a temperature reduction function ��
repeat

repeat

Randomly select s � N �s���
� � f�s� � f�s���
if � � �

then s� � s�
else generate random x in ��� 
��

if x � exp����t� then s� � s�
until iteration � count � nrep
Set t � ��t���

until exit condition � true
s� is the found solution

��� An Integrated Software Tool for Man�
ufacturing System Optimisation

We decided to use the software package ASA �Adap�
tive Simulated Annealing� 	
�� 
��� which implements the
simulated annealing technique for optimising multivariate
nonlinear complex systems�
For modelling and automated evaluation of manufactur�

ing systems with Petri nets an additional computer tool
was necessary� We used the tool TimeNET 	
�� �timed net
evaluation tool�� TimeNET is a software package for the
modelling and evaluation of stochastic Petri nets in which
the �ring times of the transitions may be exponentially
distributed� deterministic� or more generally distributed�
Besides numerical analysis techniques� TimeNET also sup�
plies a simulation component for non�Markovian Petri
nets 	
��� This module provides statistical techniques for
a reliable variance estimation and derivation of valid con�
�dence intervals� Simulation runs can be executed in par�
allel on a cluster of workstations� Figure � shows in an
informal way the interaction of ASA and TimeNET dur�
ing an optimisation run�
The computational e�ort for computing the value of the

cost function from a parameter set is very small for usual
applications of the ASA package� This is not the case
here� because every cost function is computed through a
TimeNET call� Such an analysis or simulation can take
some minutes to complete� depending on the model size or
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Figure �� Interaction of ASA and TimeNET

the con�dence interval� During the optimisation� the same
parameter sets �or only slightly di�ering ones� are often
generated� It is therefore very important for e�ciency to
avoid re�computations� Every result is thus stored in a
table� called here queue together with its corresponding
parameter set by the interface procedure�

Before an optimisation can be started� the original

model and a con�guration �le have to be speci�ed� The
con�guration �le contains the objective function and the
parameters to consider in the optimisation� The model
is constructed using the TimeNET graphical user inter�
face� It must contain the de�nition of a cost or pro�t
function as a performance measure� ASA calls its user�
de�ned cost function� which is now the interface proce�
dure to TimeNET� with a parameter set� The parameters
given to the interface procedure are �rst checked whether
they have already been computed� If a result is found� it is
directly returned to ASA without calling TimeNET� Ex�
perience shows that the presence of the queue minimises
the overall computational e�ort substantially�

In the case that the parameter set has not been eval�
uated� the interface procedure prepares a parameterised
model from the original Petri net model by substituting
the actual parameter values in the model description� A
performance evaluation component of TimeNET is called



afterwards� The resulting �le with the computed value of
the pro�t or cost function is read by the interface proce�
dure after the TimeNET process has �nished� The new
value is stored in the queue together with the parameter
set and afterwards returned to the ASA optimiser� In the
next step ASA tests whether convergence is reached and
exits with the �nal optimisation result� A new parameter
set is generated otherwise and a new iteration begins�

� Examples

The purpose of this section is to present two characteris�
tic examples� The variables involved in the optimisation
problems are discrete �bu�er size� or continuous �speed of
machines��

��� Optimising a Production Line

A production line is modelled with the Petri net shown in
Figure �� In this case we have clearly competition relation�
ships �sharing of resources� together with some important
variability introduced by failures and repairs that machine
�M�� su�ers� There exists no explicit cooperation at the
functional level �it appears by additivity of pro�ts con�
cerning the two di�erent part types�� The optimisation
problem is clearly a discrete one� even though a produc�
tion mix �continuous variable� is obtained as a result�
The manufacturing system consists of three machines

�M��M� andM��� which can process one part at a time
each� Between the machines there are two intermediate
bu�ers B� and B�� Processing times are deterministic
��lled rectangles depict deterministic transitions�� while
transport time to and from the bu�ers are modelled with
exponential distributions� Two di�erent types of prod�
ucts� named A and B� are produced� The upper and lower
part of the model specify the di�erent processing steps
that correspond to the two products� Places in those two
lines model processing states of a work piece or an inter�
mediate bu�er� while the places in between correspond to
bu�er and machine capacities�

InB M1B InB1B InM2B M2B InB2B M3BInM3B OutB

InA M1A InB1A InM2A M2A InB2A M3AInM3A OutA
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Figure �� Production Line with three machines

Machine M� is loaded by �ring transition InA� which
is also the system input for products of type A� The �r�
ing of transition M�A corresponds to the completion of the
�rst processing task in machine M�� The third machine

is similar to the �rst one� while M� is subject to failures
�transition fail �res� and repairs �transition rep �res��
Machining times are �xed and thus modelled using tran�
sitions with deterministic �ring times� Transport times
are exponentially distributed�
The bu�ers B� and B� act as intermediate storage places

where work pieces �types A or B� are kept until the fol�
lowing machine is idle� This is specially useful if machines
might fail� Without bu�ers� one failed machine starves
or blocks all other machines after a short period of time�
which decreases the overall throughput of the system� Like
in electrical circuits� bu�ers �capacities� try to �lter the
high frequency variations in the behaviour of the system�
decoupling up and down streams�
The question is then� where should bu�ers be put and

how should their capacity be adjusted� This will of course
depend on the speed of the machines and their failure
and repair behaviour� For the following experiments� the
second machine is the failing one �as shown in Figure ���
while the last machine is the slowest of all three� The
aim of the optimisation is then to maximise the pro�t of
the production line� while the number of bu�er places of
bu�ers one and two are changed in the range from 
 to

��
The second important step after de�ning a model is to

specify a pro�t function� The pro�t function will compute
the pro�t per day� For this model it considers the pro�t
per part� As there is one raw part to be bought for every
sold one� we only need the di�erence between the two
prices� Assume this pro�t per part to be �� for parts
of type A� and �� for those of type B� Then we need to
compute the throughput of parts of both types from the
model�
The time horizon of the production line is set to one

year� We assume an investment of ������ plus ���� for
each bu�er position� The amount for bu�ers includes
other costs that depend on the number of bu�ers� such
as maintenance� Constant costs are set to 
��� per day�
For an assessment of the optimisation results and the

e�ciency of the used algorithm we display the pro�t func�
tion for the full parameter space �see Figure ��� The num�
ber of places of the two bu�ers were varied in the range
from 
 to 
� with a step size of ��
Figure � shows a surface plot of the results� The pro�t

function result is in the range between ��� and 
���� In
this case� it is evident that the inuence of B�� which is
between machinesM� �failing machine� and M� �bottle�
neck machine�� is greater than the one of B�� which is
between machineM� andM� �failing machine��
Performance evaluation is done through simulation�

The con�dence level is set to �� percent� and the maximum
allowed error is one percent� The calculations have been
done in parallel on a cluster of 
� UltraSparc workstations�
One simulation run took approximately one minute�
The step size for the bu�er places is set to one for a more

exact optimisation� An automatic optimisation with the
ASA�TimeNET tool described in Section ��� then �nds
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Figure �� Pro�t function versus bu�er places

an optimal solution at �B� � 
� B� � ��� for which the
pro�t is 
���� The smaller step size means that there are

� � 
� � ��
 possible parameter sets� During the optimi�
sation� only �� di�erent sets are analysed �thus� �� percent
of the parameter space is directly investigated here�� Out
if the ��� subsequent pro�t function calls of the ASA algo�
rithm� �
� could be answered from the queue of previous
computations� which means a �queue hit rate� of �� per�
cent� This demonstrates the importance of this �ltering
data structure for the overall e�ciency of the optimisa�
tion�

If the failing machine is not the bottleneck� as a rule
of thumb we can say that the bu�ers have to be placed

between bottleneck and failing machine� This makes sense
because the bottleneck machine should never be starved
or blocked� for which the probability can be reduced by
putting bu�er place between it and the failing machine�
If those two machines are not subsequent ones in the pro�
duction line� it does not matter where the bu�er place is
put between them�

��� Optimising an Assembly Line

An assembly line with �ve machines producing one �nal
part is considered in this second example� Three di�erent
parts named A� B and C and additional smaller parts have
to be assembled for one �nal product� Resource sharing
takes place because some of the �ve machines are respon�
sible for more than one assembly operation� The assembly
sequence is given as follows� Parts of type A arrive at ma�
chine 
� where an additional unspeci�ed part is assembled�
They are transported to machine �� where a second part
of this type is added� Raw parts of type B arrive at ma�
chine �� After an assembly operation there� and at the

following machine 
� they are put together with a part of
type A by machine �� Parts of type C pass machines �� 

and �� before they are assembled with the part containing
A and B by machine �� Therefore� at the functional level
this example shows an important interleaving among co�
operation �assembly� and competition �resource sharing�
relationships� Failures and repairs are not considered here�
The task of the planned assembly system is to ful�l cus�

tomer demands� We assume that only parts ordered by a
customer are sold� Thus� customer waiting times for �n�
ished parts are more important than the actual through�
put� The problem is to �nd a balance between work in
process and small waiting times�
Three di�erent control policies are analysed to cover the

range of possible solutions� The �rst strategy for minimis�
ing the waiting time is to produce parts until the bu�ers
are full� We refer to this as the �push� strategy� The
opposite is the �on demand� strategy� where an assembly
operation is started only after an order is received� An�
other solution� that is considered as a balance between
the other two� is the �kanban� strategy� which belongs to
the group of �pull��type policies� There are intermedi�
ate bu�ers after groups of processing steps� which lead to
smaller waiting times�
The second important parameter of the planned system

is the number of parts in the system� This is controlled
by allocating a certain amount of bu�er places or by se�
lecting the number of kanban cards� Finally� a machine
selection problem is also considered� We assume that there
are three di�erent options for machine 
� Each of them
has a di�erent processing speed �a faster machine is more
expensive��
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Figure �� Assembly line �� machs��� a push strategy

Figure � shows a Petri net model of the system with
push strategy� The three raw parts A� B� and C arrive in
the places inA� inB� and inC� Machines are modelled by
a resource place with the name of the machine� e�g� M��
and a sequence of an immediate transition� an operation
place �like m�A�� and a transition �like M�A�� There are
nine intermediate bu�ers �named B�� � �B��� which all have
a uniform capacity of B parts �B is the bu�er size and
can be used to control the maximumwork in process��
The customers are modelled with the upper right part�



There are D customers which can either be inactive �token
in place cust� or waiting for an order to be �nished �to�
ken in place wait�� The �ring time of transition Dem sets
the expected time between customer orders� During the
operation of the system� the output bu�er �place B�ABC�
is �lled with �nished products� Transition ok �res when
an order arrives and a complete part is available in this
bu�er�
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Figure �� Assembly line with �on demand� strategy

Figure � shows the model of the system with a �on de�
mand� strategy� It is very similar to the previous model
depicted in Figure �� The di�erence is the way how cus�
tomer demands are treated� Every order �transition Dem

�res� starts the production of a new part by adding to�
kens to places inA� inB� and inC� The system is idle and
empty as long as there are no orders� The �ring of transi�
tion M�ABCmodels the �nal assembly step of a part� which
is instantaneously delivered while the corresponding cus�
tomer becomes inactive again �place cust�� Again� the
amount of work in process can be controlled by adjusting
the bu�er size B�
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Figure �� Assembly line with Kanban strategy

The model of the assembly system with a kanban strat�
egy is shown in Figure �� There are now two stages of
assembly operations� which are connected by a central im�
mediate transition� The operation is controlled by kanban
cards� For the �rst stage their number is given by K
 and
for the second byK�� Each assembly stage produces parts
and stores them in its output bu�er as long as there are
kanban cards available� The number of cards therefore

directly corresponds to the maximum number of parts in
the stage� and thus the work in process� K
 and K� are
parameters for the optimisation� Additionally� the �ring
delay of transitions M�A� M�B� and M�C is changed accord�
ing to the selected machine 
 as for the other two models�
For the calculation of the pro�t per part we assume here

that customers pay less if they have to wait longer for an
ordered part� A �nished part without waiting time costs

���� and the raw parts for one product cost ���� The
waiting time is included in the pro�t function� Addition�
ally� investment amortisation is considered in the pro�t
function� depending on the selected machine 
� Work in
process is computed from the mean number of parts in
the system and is included in the pro�t function as well
as constant working costs�
The pro�t function for the range of possible parameter

sets has been evaluated in order to test the optimisation
algorithm� Figure � shows the pro�t function for the kan�
ban strategy versus the numbers of kanban cards in the
two assembly stages� There is one mesh of plot data for
each of the three possible processing delays of machine 
�
The pro�t is small or even negative for a slow machine 
�
The other two meshes di�er substantially only for small
numbers of kanban cards� where the fastest machine 
 is
better� Pro�t results of about ����� are achieved using
machine 
 with delay �� and kanban card numbers of �
and higher� A machine 
 with delay 
 results in about �
percent less pro�t�
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Figure �� Assembly line with kanban strategy

The surface plots for the other two strategies are omit�
ted here� For the push strategy �Fig� ��� the best results of
about ����� are achieved forM
Delay � � and a number
of bu�er spaces less than �� If the less expensive machine
with delay � is chosen� the pro�t drops below zero for
bu�er sizes bigger than �� For the on demand strategy the



pro�t is negative for any one of the parameter sets� This
strategy is clearly not suitable for our task� because pro�
duction orders start under customers demands �too much
delay in the feedback cooperation��

During the optimisation� one special type of parameter
selects between the three available models� The automatic
optimisation �nds a pro�t result of ����� by selecting the
kanban strategy� K
 � ��K� � � and M
Delay � ��
In this case �� out of ��� theoretically possible parameter
sets are evaluated during the search for an optimum� Only

� percent of the optimiser calls to the pro�t function had
to be answered by starting a TimeNET simulation� while
the results of the rest had already been stored in the queue
due to previous calculations �i�e� the hit ratio in the queue
is of �� percent��

� Concluding remarks

Techniques and tools for the modelling� performance eval�
uation� and optimisation of DEDS have been considered�
Performance evaluation methods based on Petri nets and
a general�purpose optimisation algorithm are integrated
into a single tool�

Manufacturing systems are adequately modelled with
Petri nets� Steady�state analysis methods or simulation
compute performance measures like the throughput� work
in process and others subsequently� An adaptive simu�
lated annealing meta�heuristic is used for the studied type
of problems� The ASA software package implementing
this technique 	
�� 
�� has been adapted for the optimi�
sation of the Petri net models� Pro�t function values are
computed using the performance evaluation algorithms of
TimeNET 	
��� The integrated tool support shows its
applicability using two examples where di�erent relation�
ships and objectives are evaluated�

Of particular interest is the already computed queue�
avoiding to recompute evaluation results� Its hit ratio
goes up to ����� percent� what reduces the computational
burden by one order of magnitude in the many considered
examples�
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